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About This Game

Shotgun Legend is an action role-playing game that aims to recreate the charm of a classic console game. Yes, one look
and it's clear which one we're talking about if you're old enough to remember. Let's get that out of the way now.

Eugene stumbles through a portal along with a truck rim. He finds himself in a strange land taken over by an alien race.
Armed with his shotgun and an arsenal of alien technology, he must find the rim, as it seems to be his ticket home.
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10 dungeons to explore

8 active items and 8 passive items to collect. 16 in total.

A unique take on multiplayer where an item allows a second player to join in that share their health with yours.
Potentially increasing damage dealt, but damage taken as well.

Minimal hand-holding. Relive that old school feeling of having to figure out where to go and what to do on your own.

Eventually dual wield shotguns!
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Title: Shotgun Legend
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Jonathan Tindell
Publisher:
Wastebasket Games
Release Date: 15 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Celeron or equivalent

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Onboard graphics

Storage: 100 MB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard

English
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I quite like this game. It's casual difficulty, with a little rampy bump for bosses. I haven't played it long, but I know it's a game I
will play a lot because it's fun. It's got some nice RPG elements to it and the simple graphics and stuff appeal to me. I got this
for $0.99 during the steam winter sale, and it's worth the full asking price of $4.99 IMO. Will be watching this developer for
more games in future too.. Very good game!
Nice gameplay but I wish there was WASD controls instead of the arrows and I wish there was mouse fire option. Otherwise
excellent.
And would be cool if I could save progress also on the field not just in houses or in mines. That change would be good.
And better graphics would be cool.
Yes game is good I am trying to beat it but its hard! Even in easy its hard.
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